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You have heard of the notorious character assassination empire which includes Gawker, Gizmodo, 
Jalopnik, Jezebel, Valleywag, Defamer and a host of other tabloid trash.

These various front names are all a facade for the DNC’s political attack media-operations overseen by 
John Podesta, Sid Blumenthal and David Brock.

Together, these folks try to kill their victims by encircling the planet with malicious news stories about 
people who disagree with them. They put lies about their political enemies globally in front of 7.5 
billion people and lock those defamations on the web forever.

While some may find it to be a badge of honor to have become so influential that their competitors had 
to run multi-million dollar hit-jobs on them, in most cases it was “murder-by-media”.

It turns out, though, that Nick Denton, Adrian Covert, John Herrman, and the staff at these publications,
were knowingly engaging in organized crime when they attacked their victims. These publishers and 
writers were violating RICO racketeering laws in their illicit authorships.

Nick Denton, Adrian Covert, John Herrman knew that their clients were Barack Obama, Hillary 
Clinton, Elon Musk and Eric Schmidt. They knew that those people were engaged in criminal schemes 
to conduit hundreds of millions of taxpayer dollars into their Cartel’s pockets. They knew that the 
character assassination hatchet jobs they ran against reporters and business people were attacks 
designed to provide vendettas on behalf of Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton, Elon Musk and Eric 
Schmidt.

That is why the FBI, Congressional investigators and private investigators have now been asked to 
surveil them for the rest of their lives. Every tax evasion, every payment to a boy for sex, every 
offshore financial transaction, every Bitcoin link, every under-the-table deal, every unreported political 
service contribution, every email, every expense account fraud, every political deal, every drug 
purchase...everything; is being watched. Forever!

The services provided by these three violated the FEC campaign finance laws, in addition to other legal
violations. The value of the paid-for attacks exceeded the FEC campaign finance limits AND it was 
unreported campaign finance provided as a “service with cash value...”

Adrian Covert notoriously helps the CNN crowd character assassinate Trump. Denton helps Univision 
attack all those who oppose immigrant surges. Herrman advises the DNC main stream media on how to
control public opinion in favor of DNC payola schemes. These three lack no deficit of enemies.



It is a certainty that they are on an inextricable path to meet destiny. They chose the road to darkness by
selling their services for evil. Now they are the only ones responsible for what comes next.
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